Parents’ Evenings

Welcome Back to 2022!
Happy New Year! We are looking forward to starting another exciting term in Year Two.
During the first half term we will be studying Kenya and comparing it to England. In the
second half term we will be learning about microhabitats and mini-beasts. Remember, if you
have any questions or need to contact us you can do so by email—
mrs.mccarthy@greattotham.sch.co.uk or miss.paul@greattotham.sch.co.uk

Homework
Following changes to our homework policy, we are now
focusing on regular reading and practise of times
tables. Therefore the children must continue to read at
home at least 3 times a week.
In addition ,they must practise their 2, 5 and 10 times
tables at least twice a week.

Chanting the tables by rote, playing ‘Hit the button’
online and continuing to practise the Pascal tests will
aid fluency.
We will no longer be setting a formal homework task
on Friday’s any longer.

This term, our PE days
will be on Monday and
Wednesday.
Please ensure all
uniform is labelled
with your child’s name
and is in line with the
school uniform policy,
which is available on
the website.

8th & 9th February—details to
follow
INSET—21st & 22nd February

One of the most important ways
to help support your child is
hearing them read regularly and
reading to them. The best
approach is little and often, just
10 minutes each day makes a
difference.
Reading books will only be
changed on a Monday so that
there is plenty of opportunity for
practice and repetition across the
week. This really helps build
fluency and confidence. Please
make sure they are
returned on this
day.
Children on black
or above change
their own books
and books must be brought in
daily.

English

Maths

Over the term, the children will continue to work on their

Throughout the term the children will be developing
their reading, writing and spelling skills. They will be
learning how to use commas, adverbs, apostrophes
and extend their sentences using the words when, if,
but and or. We will be using the Lion King film to

calculation skills. They will practise applying the 2, 5 and
10 times tables and related division facts to help them
solve a variety of problems in different contexts. We will
also be looking at fractions of numbers and of shapes

inspire our descriptive writing. The book Handa’s
Surprise will help us develop our story writing skills.

including halves, thirds and quarters. We will continue to
practise reading 5 minute time.

We will also be looking at instructions and recounts.

P.E.
In outdoor P.E. the children will continue to develop their
skills through a variety of games involving attacking,

Design & Technology

defending and scoring. We will be learning Country Dancing

The children will be tasting and evaluating

routines and in gym we will improve our rolls and balances.

banana muffins. They will learn about the
importance of hygiene and develop their

Spelling

chopping, stirring and sieving skills. In the

Spelling sessions continue daily and are a key element in

second half of Spring term the children will be

Year Two. Any practise with the ideas and games already

looking at minibeasts from the garden. They will

sent home will help support your child. Please ask for extra

then design and create minibeast puppets. They
will investigate the different ways they can join a

copies if you’d like them.

variety of materials and they will have the

Geography

opportunity to practise their sewing skills.

This term the children will be

Art

learning about the locations of the

In art we will be making a sculpture of a Kenyan

the five oceans. They will be

mask out of papier mache. We will be using our
colour mixing skills from Year 1 to add detail by
Computing
During our computing lessons the children
will learn how to research information
safely online. They will continue to practise
their typing skills.

equator, the seven continents and

comparing human and physical
features of England and Kenya.
R.E.

We will look at a variety of special symbols
and objects in Christianity, Judaism and
Islam. We will explore what they are and
the importance they hold in each faith.

Science
In the first half term the children will
be learning about habitats in hot and
cold places They will also create
simple food chains. Later in the term
the children will be studying micro
habitats, for example a pile of leaves
or under a log. Our outdoor learning
day will focus on
habitats within the
school grounds,
including pond

dipping.

